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JUNIOR KIDS TOOL BAG BY TRADE TIME

The Trade Time Tool Bags Junior Kids Tool Bag is a great gift

idea for children!

Just like our other tool bags, the Junior Tool Bag is made from

full grain leather because it is durable and long lasting. Your

child will get years of play out of this one!

The Junior Tool Bag comes with an attached adjustable nylon

webbing belt because kids grow fast! It has a built-in leather

hammer holder and clip-on style tape measure holder. And

the large main pouch lets your child carry whatever other

tools (or toys!) they like.

As usual, the materials and secondary components we use

for our Junior Tool Bag are of the highest industry standard.

Because their tool bag needs to be just as good as your tool

bag!

Leather Colours:

If you would like to request a preferred Leather Colour for

your tool bag, please do so in the Comments section during

the Checkout process. Please note that not all colours are

available at all times. If we do not have your preferred

leather colour in stock, we will use the closest colour

available. If you have a strict second preference or something

you definitely do not want, you can also let us know in the

Comments section. Alternatively, you can give us a call and

discuss your preference after you have placed your order.

The colour of the full grain leather backing used in all Trade

Time tool holders and accessories is Black or Brown. The

colour is selected based on the main tool bag leather colour,

along with availability. Please note that you cannot request

different colour for these leather backings.

Please also note that colours may vary due to computer

monitor differences. And as leather is a natural material,

colours may vary from one piece or batch to another. All

leather colour representations are approximate and

should be treated as a guide only.

SKU Option Part # Price

8703060 JUNIOR $28

Model

Type Tool Bag

SKU 8703060

Part Number JUNIOR

Barcode 9343893000407

Brand Trade Time

Technical - Main

Material Leather

Country of Origin

Manufactured in Australia

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg

23 Exhibition Drive, Malaga Western Australia

Monday - Friday 7am-5pm + Sat 8am-4pm

Sales Centre for Sales, Advice + Orders

T +61 8 9209 7400

hello@beyondtools.com
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